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Presidents from prestigious universities Crime alert
support lowering the drinking age to 18 sends wake
up call to
campus
Mike Randa
Staff Reporter

University presidents from over
100 different United States universities
are calling on lawmakers to consider
dropping the drinking age from 21 to
18 years old.
The group which includes
Dartmouth College, Duke University,
Ohio State University,Tufts University,
Colgate
University,
Syracuse
University, and Kenyon College is a
part of the Amethyst Initiative.
According to Amethystinitiative,
org., the law which mandates that the
drinking age is 21 years old, encour-

age^'*aaiigerouS*Wge drinking on
campus.
According to MSNBC, the
Amethyst Initiative members began
quietly recruiting presidents more than
a year ago to provoke national debate
about the U.S. drinking age, which is
among the highest in the world.
“We call upon our elected officials
to support an informed and dispassion-

ate public debate over the effects of
the 21-year-old drinking age,” said the
groups Web site.
Supporters feel that the law isn’t
working and that it has created a dan
gerous culture of clandestine drink
ing. Also, they say it’s absurd that
adults under 21 can vote and enlist in
the military but “are told they are not
mature enough to have a beer.”
The presidents also state “by
choosing to use fake IDs, students
make ethical compromises that erode
respect for the law.”
The concern of alcohol abuse on

topic certainly needs to be explored in.
greater depth.”
Within the past year. Sacred Heart
has taken the initiative to implement
a “social norming” campaign to help Ines Cenatiempo
Staff Reporter
prevent alcohol abuse.
“Since this problem touches the
Moving in, buying books and fig
lives of young people and their fami
lies across all walks of life, we must uring out all your classes. These are
encourage as many participants as pos the normal stress factors for new and
sible to take part in this dialogue,” said returning students.
On top of the daily activites, your
Dr. Cemera.
car
gets
broken into- which happened
Although there is a strong follow
to
three
residents on the morning of
ing behind the movement, not everySept. 7. at Sacred AAeart Urvvvers.vtvj'

one agrees.

campus is engrained in the Amethys^tInitiative’s ideals, and Dr. Anthony Against Drunk Driving (MADD) says
Cemera, president of Sacred Heart lowering the drinking age would lead
to more fatal car crashes. MADD
University, shares this concern.
“Alcohol abuse, including drink accuses the presidents of looking for
ing by young people under the legal an easy way out of an inconvenient
age of 21, is a serious problem in problem.
MADD is also calling about urg
the United States,” said Dr. Cemera.
“I applaud efforts to examine this ing parents to think carefully about
topic more carefully and I think the the safety of colleges whose president
...SEE DRINKING ON PAGE 4

Also, on Sept. 9 another crime
alert notice was announced.
“The front passenger windows
were smashed to gain entry into these
vehicles,” said Jack Fernandez, direc
tor of Public Safety.
According to Public Safety, the
break-ins were caused by personal
items left in plain sight.
...SEE PUBLIC SAFETY ON PAGE 2

Building & grounds are refurbished, renovated & revamped
Dennis Conrad
Staff Reporter
Amongst all the new faces a Sacred team of 15 artists from Rome.
The completion date still remains
Heart University are several transfor
a
question,
but the hopes are for some
mations that are taking place across the
time
this
spring.
campus’s buildings and grounds.
“It’s been a very long and chal
One of the more noticeable devel
opments on campus has been the prog lenging project due to all the weather
ress of the Chapel. “The main focus of troubles, but we are hoping for early
the constmction is on the outside stmc- spring,” said Marino.
Another renovation that is being
ture right now,” said Fred Marino, con
stmction contract administrator. “The undertaken is the remodeling of Hawley
plasture and sheetrock for the ceiling is Lounge.
“The goal is to give the Lounge a
underway and almost completed.”
While most of the man power is whole new look and atmosphere and to
being directed towards the outside of have more space for students to social
the chapel right now, the majority of the ize,” said Denise Tiberio, Associate
artwork on the inside has been accom Dean of Students. “It’s due to open the
plished as well. The inside contains day after Columbus day.”
Mosaic artwork and stain glass windows
done by Father Marko Rupnik and his ...SEE FACELIFTS ON PAGE 4
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News
New printing quota creates commotion amongst students
Students wonder how the new limit to printing will affect them
Katy Guest
Staff Reporter
The academic school year is both
financially and academically stressfull
for most students.
It’s the end of the semester and
you’re spending the last of your meal
plan for late night breakfast, after writ
ing your twenty-page paper all night.
The biggest relief is traveling to the
print lab to hold the final product in
your hands.
Not anymore.
On September 1, 2008, the
Information Technology (IT) depart
ment enforced a new rule for the print
lab, allowing students only 400 free
pages of printing. After reaching this
yearly limit, students will be charged
3 cents per paper side. The charge
will be deducted from student’s gen
eral accounts, and the balance can be
checked on blackboard. Insufficient

funds will not allow students to print.
“I definitely go through four-hun
dred pages in a semester, if not more,”
said junior Mike Fazzino. “I think if
students were more responsible we
would be able to cut back more appro
priately.”
According to the Sacred Heart
Web site, the average number of print
ing pages was 380 per student.
“While this doesn’t affect much of
the student body, and I understand the
pressure.of rising paper costs, it’s hard
to understand that we’d be charged
additional fees for academic printing,”
said graduate student Jeff Leblanc.
Shortly after the IT department
notified students through e-mail about
the changes, the student senate decided
to speak up.
The Senate composed e-mails ask

Daughters of Isabella gives females
a chance to join the Catholic order
Leslie Bradshaw
Staff Reporter
w - The Daughters of Isabella, an affili
ate of the Knights of Columbus, will be
installed as a chapter at Sacred Heart
University on Saturday, Sept. 27.
Marking it as the first college in
Connecticut to do so, it is also only
one of five colleges nation-wide to be
a member of this Catholic women’s
group.
The sisterhood, which boasts
charter members
throughout
the
U.S. and Canada is
“one of the largest
Catholic women’s
organizations, with
membership of over
60,000 women,” as
stated on the Sacred
Heart Web site. It
will join the Knights
of Columbus as
one of Campus
Ministry’s clubs.
Working together,
the two will perform service projects
to build a faith based community.
The motto of the organization is
“Unity, Friendship and Charity.”
“Our goal is to establish sisterhood
through spiritual growth, community
service, and to build a faith community
within the Sacred Heart community,”
said senior Katie Dodaro, Regent of
the organization.
The Daughters of Isabella is com
posed of three circles. The International
Circle is the main governing body, fol
lowed by the State and Local Circles.
As prescribed by the organization, the
Sacred Heart chapter is considered a
local chapter which meets monthly to
act upon the charitable, spiritual, civic
and social programs that their circles
wishes to take part in or sponsor.

Founded in 1897 in New Haven,
and named for Queen Saint Isabella of
Portugal, the organization will carry on
the tradition of charity.
The formation of the group at
Sacred Heart began in the Spring of
2008. Dodaro along with Jennifer
Crowhurst, Resident Hall director
of Christian Witness Commons, and
Mandy Pittman of Campus Ministry
worked together to get
the club up and running
for the current school
year.
The club will be
active from August 1
through April 30 and
will use the mission
statement of the organi
zation as a blueprint for
how to foster a spiritual
community on campus.
Concepts of “the com
mon good of humanity”
and “mutual understand
ing” are a few of the elements that will
be established by the organization with
the start of official business.
The organization will meet once a
month, and is open to Catholic women
ages 16 and older.
While no definite plans for activi
ties have been announced, based on
the activities of other chapters of the
organization such as the Red Cross and
blood banks, the Sacred Heart chapter
will most likely have local ties to com
munity service and charitable work.
The Daughters of Isabella has
already gained the support of Bishop
Lori, of the diocese of Bridgeport, who
has written a letter to the organization
sharing his excitement for the start of
the chapter at Sacred Heart.

ing fellow students to sign an online
petition against the new printing rule.
A Facebook group, was also created.
“I think the new printing charges
are nonsensical,” said senior Courtney
Weaver. She is the Executive Vice
President of the Senate and created the
petition.
“I’m a senior, and I have had free
printing since day one,” said Weaver.
“On my tour of Sacred Heart that was
a huge highlight! You can’t just take
it away so drastically. I mean 400
pages is not enough for two academic
semesters.”
There are currently almost 13-hundred signatures on the petition out
of approximately 58-hundred graduate
and undergraduate students.
“I understand that waste is a perti
nent issue on campus. I understand the

quota is a potential remedy, but there
has to be another way,” said Weaver.
“It is not just the student’s fault, the
printers aren’t perfect. They sometimes
jam and since it happens frequently the
end result is that Sacred Heart students
are now suffering...it’s not fair! There
needs to be a resolution,”
According to the Sacred Heart
Web site, this quota is placed to cut
down on the amount of paper and ink
wasted by students. Future quotas
will be adjusted after observing the
student’s usage.
“I see both sides, but we’re here
to learn and if printing helps with our
education this school should be more
accommodating and I believe most
students would agree,” said Weaver.
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Public safety warns students to
keep an eye on valuables
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“The items stolen were iPODs and
GPS systems,” said Fernandez.
A campus wide e-mail was sent on
September 3 as a warning to students.
The e-mail was “giving students tips
to avoid having their cars broken into
by keeping books and iPODs out of
sight,” said Keith Hudson, Resident
Hall Director of Taft and Park Royal.
Student responses were mixed.
“Specifics would be good,” said
junior Colleen Wall, referring to the
e-mail warning sent. “It only warned
of a crime alert for off-campus-resi
dences, but no specific buildings were
mentioned.”
Junior Catherine McMakin agreed
that more specifics were necessary.
“If you have something valuable
don’t leave it in the car, take it with
you,” said junior Nabil Ibrahim..
Each year. Public Safety releases
a report that contains information on
crime reporting, safety, and crime sta

tistics.
According to the report, there were
60 burglaries that occurred in 2006: 30
on campus, 26 at a residential facility
and four at a non-campus building.
As stated in the report, the coop
eration involvement and support of
all students in taking an active role
in crime prevention are crucial to its
success. Students must assume respon
sibility for their own personal safe
ty, and the security of their personal
belongings but taking simple, common
sense precautions.
“It is a wake-up call to the com
munity that even though it is very safe
Issues in campus? Exciting events?
Notice anything newsworttiy?

News Editor Carii-Rae Fanny at
pa nnyc@sacredheart.edu
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Class of 2012 enter college with new opportunites
Freshmen move in goes off without a hitch and a new year begins
Shannon lanni &
Brittany Barbarise
Staff Reporters
On September 1, Sacred Heart
University welcomed 987 new freshmen. Though the fresh-start college
atmosphere was very similar to that
of previous years, many new changes
were scratching the surface.
To aid in the move-in process,
such teams and clubs as the football
and basketball team as well as the
marching band were present.
“It was one of the smoothest
[move-ins] in my 13 years,” said Larry
Wielk, Dean of Students. “What made
it even easier, was that there were close
to 300 students in the dorms before
move-in day. Having one third of the
class’ already moved in helped the
process.”
Among the new changes for
the class of 2012 is an easier-to-use
SHUCard. This year, students have
access to all things on campus through
their card.
“It is the first full year for one
card,” said Dean Wielk. He also added
that students are able to use their
SHUCard for such things as laun
dry, printing, vending machines, and
a room ksy.
mu
Eventually there will be even more
uses with the SHUCard. Right now is
a time to phase in other ways the card
can be used, eventually saving time
and cost for both students and faculty.
“Ultimately students will be able
to purchase tickets to sporting and
other off-campus events. Hopefully

this will happen by the end of the
semester,” said Dean Wielk. “It is like
an all access card.”
Other locations that the SHUCard
can be used at include CVS on Main
Street, Quiznos, The Merrit Canteen,

places off-campus,” said junior Jamie
Schlotterbeck. “Especially now that
I live off campus this year, it is a lot
more convenient for me to get food
at places closer to my house. It gives
students more options.”

The Spectrum/Zack Lane

With help from Sacred Heart’s dedicated clubs, sports teams, and volunteers,
freshmen move-in day vrent off without a hitch.

Uno’s and Primo’s Pizza.
“I love that Sacred Heart has
finally expanded the food plan to

Welcome^

Another change coming in with the
class of 2012 is the ability to choose
between a Mac or PC computer. With

2008
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Above: Students enjoy the free food and school spirit and the Welcome Week BBQ.
Right: Big Red entertains the crowd and hosts the festivities.

a yearly additional fee students are
allowed to start off their college career
with a Mac computer. In the past, only
Art and Media Studies majors entering
their junior year were allowed.
Reactions between upper and
lower classmen were mixed.
“I don’t think it was fair that only
we got to pick the Mac computer,”
said freshmen Deanna Wood. “Even
though I am a freshman, I still think it
should have been an option for every
one. I did choose to have the Mac, and
I wish I picked the PC.”
Though many undergraduates liked
the ability to choose, some upperclass
men were not as happy.
“I think that since we have been
here for so long, we should at least get
the choice this year too,” said junior
Sara Shukri. “There is no reason why
the freshman should have a different
option than all of the other students
enrolled here if it could only help
expand our learning opportunities and '
benefit us as students.”
Campus Field also underwent a
few changes. The football field and
track were re-done to make way for the
new stadium lights. The lights allow
for newly-added night games, which
have proven to be popular among
stuUcnts.___________________________

the field,” said senior Jennifer Reho. “I
would much rather go to a night game
rather than one on Saturday afternoon.
They are a lot more fun and I think a
lot more students like them better.”
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Contact News Editor Carli-Rae Fanny: Pannyc@sacredheart.edu
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Campus given various facelifts over summer vacation
Students had something new to come hack to, most constructions are complete
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

throughout the buildings. In addi
Tiberio said that the room is going tion, the hallways, rooms and bath
to be fully updated and enhanced. rooms were re-painted.
“In Seton Hall, floors four, five,
There is going to be big sceen ty’s on
both sides of the room, more sitting, and six have been completely reno
areas, nice ceiling fixtures, new furni vated; floors one, two, and three are
ture, as well as a new ticket office for set to be done next summer. In the
entire building we put in energy effi
students.
In addition to the remodeling, there cient lights, the bedrooms got new
will also be club sports offices, interna carpet, and the halls had VCT tile
tional multi culture offices, and student flooring installed,” said Young.
While it has been a long and
government offices all located on the
challenging process. Sacred Heart
first level.
Aside from all the large projects has made much progress in the last
that are in progress on campus there few years and continues to grow.
It’s certainly not an area where
have been some smaller projects that
we can expect to see results over
are already finished.
“Behind the Ryan Matura Library night, but there is unquestionably a
we ripped out all the concrete that was lot of effort and enthusiasm going
there and put in a green area, planting towards making this school a better*
grass, bushes, and trees,” said Floyd place, and at the moment the campus
Young, Director of Campus Operations appears to be on the rise.
“I think it’s a great thing,” said
and Responsibilities. “ We also put in
high efficiency energy saving lights on senior Rafal Pruszko. “The new
track and masonry work looks great
the basketball courts.”
According to Young, certain resi and the Chapel’s made a lot of prog
The Spectrum/Zack Lane
dence halls have also gone through ress. It puts me as a student at ease
renovations as well. Both Taft and seeing that my money’s going towards Hawley Lounge is one of the many projects that is under construction and will be
Park Ridge received new flooring such fine work.”
completed over the course of the semester.

AlcoKol Stottstics and Facts

Controversy over*
the drinking age
sparks national interest

I

I

•In 2006, 15,827people died in alcohol related
afpc crashes

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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•About 3 out of every 10 Americans will be
involved in an alcohol related crash during their
lives.

have signed onto the Amethyst
Initiative.
“It’s very clear the 21 -year-old
drinking age will not be enforced
at those campuses,” said Laura
Dean-Mooney, in a recent article
in U.S. News & World Report.
One of the main issues against
the movement is that dropping the
drinking age to 18, will shift back
down into high schools, where
many students turn 18 years old
their senior year.
■ In 1984 President Reagan
signed the Uniform Drinking Age
Act, which required all states to
adopt 21 as the legal drinking age
by 1988.
During the Vietnam War,
some states began experiment
ing by lowering the drinking age
to better align with the military
enlistment.
According to Why21.org, an
affiliate Web site of MADD, the
results of this experiment showed
a decrease in the drinking age and
an increase in alcohol traffic fatal
ities and injuries. This resulted in
most states making the drinking

II

• In 2007, 62% of eighth graders reported it was
''very easy '" to get alcohol.
•Adults age 21 or older who had first used alcohol
before age 21 were more likely than adults who
had their first drink at age 21 or older to be clas
sified with alcohol dependence or abuse (9.6%
vs. 2.1%).

I
I
I
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About two fifths of students (41%) have consumed |
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age 21 again.
“I agree with the presidents
seeking to lower the drinking age
to 18,” said sophomore Jessica
Levitsky. “If a person is expected
to fight in a war and vote for the
next president then I think they
are responsible enough to drink.
What difference does three years
make?”
Senior Michael L’Homme
finds the Amethyst Initiative to
be good progress, but that there
might be alternate solutions worth
considering.
“I think regardless of the out
come of that movement, I hope it
brings awareness to the effect of
strict drinking rules on campus
which inevitably results in forc
ing students to go off campus to
drink,” said L’Homme.
“I can say that there are times
when partying off-campus can put
you in some extremely danger
ous situations especially around
Bridgeport.”
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Students in favor of Sept. 11 commemoratives
Elise Silverstone
Staff Reporter
You probably remember what you were doing when
you found out about the Twin Towers on this day seven
years ago. Sept. 11, 2001 was a defining moment in U.S.
history that affected almost everyone’s lives in some
way.
Each year since then, companies have found some
way to commemorate those who lost their lives during
the attack on New York City. This year, a silver $20 bill
was made.
“I think it’s a good reminder,” said junior Stephanie
Merabet. “It’s appropriate because after a while people are
going to forget the details about the event and how it felt
and what we’re fighting for.”
,
The government-authorized National Collector’s mint
piece shows a picture of the Twin Towers with the words
‘“We will never forget” inscribed on the front. On the back
of the bill are the Statue of Liberty and a picture of the
new Freedom Towers. For those who are avid collectors,
each certificate is individually numbered and comes with
a certificate of authenticity.
This silver piece is not the first of its kind. Earlier this
year, a commemorative coin called the Forgotten Heroes
Commemorative Proof was produced.
According to the National Collector’s mint Web site,
the coin “features a breath-taking standing sculpture of
the Twin Towers, entirely clad in 15 mg. of .999 pure
silver actually recovered from vaults beneath the ashes of
Ground Zero.”
The sculpted scene of the twin towers differs from
that of the $20 bill in .that the
coin can
lifted out of place and made to be three dirhensional.
Similar to the $20 bill, each proof comes with a certificate
of authenticity verifying that it was, in fact, part of the

SHU

Editor-in-Chief
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Associate Editor
Olivia Soriano

Ground Zero remains.
com, the movie is “Michael Moore’s view on what hap
“It is always a tragic event when innocent people are pened to the United States after Sept. 11 and how the Bush
killed, especially when an event hits so close to home,” Administration allegedly used the tragic event to push for
said junior Amara Breault. “I think it is important to ward its agenda for unjust wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.”
remember 9/11 because it reminds people to pay attention
Some feel that the movie will educate those who did
to the world and what is happening around them.”
not personally experience the attack.
Another way to honor the memory of Sept. 11 is
“I feel like it’s a good way for younger people to real
through memorial services and activities. Each state ize what happened and see what a tragedy it really was,”
has different towns in which different services are held. said junior Kerri Kalinski. “Sept. 11 is not something that
Manhattan has the largest memorial service, which not people our age learn about in school because we experi
only includes speakers, but also panel discussions as well enced it. We should make sure that everyone understands
as a memorial walk called the “We Remember Walk.”
how horrible the attacks were.”
In addition to walks and
discussions, the idea for a
National Sept. 11 Memorial
and Museum called Reflecting
Absence has been put into
works.
According
to
the
National 9/11 Memorial Web
site, “The Memorial will con
sist of two massive pools set
within the footprints of the
Twin Towers, with the largest
manmade waterfalls in the
country cascading down their
sides. They will be a pow
erful reminder of the Twin
Towers and of the unprec
edented loss of life from an
attack on our soil.”
Movies are an additional
way that people have cho
sen to remember Sept. 11. .
’The most popular of these is
Michael Moore’s “Fahrenheit Michael Moore’s film, “Fahrenheit 9/11,” is one of the most popular Sept. 11
9/11.” According to IMDB. movies..
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Ben Wicki
Sophomore

“I missed going to class instead of
work.”

“I missed always having something to do.”
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Printing limit
causes ^aos
Before the doors even opened to
Sacred Heart University’s ever grow
ing campus this, year, students were
smacked with an e-mail describing how
on campus printing would no longer
be free after a certain number of pages.
What? Why? Who decided this?
Honestly speaking, I can’t really
say that I blame those who came up
with this idea. From a student’s stand
point on the other hand, I am furious.
The e-mail which was sent out Tuesday,
Aug. 19, said, “Each student will receive
quota credits, worth up to 400 single-sided
black and white print pages per period.”
The

e-mail

described

how

this

print supplies, such as ink and pajjer.
Though this makes sense, .1 believe
there was also another reason behind it.
For those of you who are freshman,
you may not have experienced this yet. For
the rest of us. I’m willing to bet we can all

think of a time when we have walked into
a print lab and been thoroughly disgusted.
Lines out the door, papers nobody
seems to want thrown all over the
place;,students- surfing facebook who
don’t really care that their work study
job is to keep the room clean and orderly.
If the school is willing to spend
money, any money, on us as students to
help us get our work done, why are there
so many people who take advantage of it?
At any given time, there are people
printing out things that have no relevance to
school. While I can’t say that I am against
that, having printed out a few pictures
myself, what I don’t understand is how
you can print 50 copies of something, only
to leave it unclaimed all over the room.
If you have no intention of using something that you print, at least have the decency
to pick up after yourselves. For the amount
of people that use the printers properly,
there seems to be twice as many who don’t.
Those of you that are unaware, the
pages will now cost 6 cents per print for
every page over 400. This may not seem
like a lot right now, but come midterms
and finals weeks, you will be wishing you
had taken better care of your surroundings.
While there are some who have not
yet heard of this, others in the Student
Government Senate have come up with
their own plan. A petition has been e-mailed
out, urging students to come together
in order to get our free printing back.
To find
this
petition, you
can go to http://www.petitiononline.com/SHUprint/petition.html .
Over 13 hundred students have
already signed this petition in hopes to
get back to the way things used to be.
In the meantime, the next time you go

He Said/ She Said...
Is it a good thing to have a summer fling?

Amanda Altieri
She said

Brian Germain
He said
The beauty of summer shines
not only on the beach, but also in pos
sibilities of the infamous fling. When
everyone returns to their hometown after
school lets out, there are almost four
months of spontaneous fun to be had.
What better way to spend those
times than with a cute girl by your side?
Unfortunately, something we have all
known since childhood, is that summer
flies by faster than speed demon Usain
Bolt. The glory days With the girls of
summer are over just as fast as they
begin.
Flings are fun, but like all good
things they must come to an end. When
September rolls around, it’s time to snap
back to reality and the more structured
world that we know as school. This
doesn’t mean that all the fun of summer
has to be forgotten, and please, do not
forget those flings.
If you’re like me and don’t want
to waste excessive time talking on the
phone, stick to the simple text message.
It takes a couple of seconds to send, and
you can do it when you’re bored in class.

to hit “print,” just think of the poor Nursing-

Most

print out slide upon slide; the English stu
dents who are now using microscopic fonts
to print out lectures and notes. Itjust isn ’ t fair.

the comer.
If you’re smart, you’ll realize that a
summer fling can also be a winter break
fling. With all of the time off we get in
college, the opportunities for you and
your summer girl to reunite seem end
less. Make sure to seize those oppor
tunities by staying in touch throughout
the year.
The important thing to establish
before the fling starts is what both people
want out of it. There is no bigger trag
edy than when one person is looking for
something more serious than the other.
Flingers beware; feelings may
develop and grow long after summer has
faded.

importantly,

it keeps

you
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A few things come to mind when I
think of summer flings. First, the movie
“Grease.” Everyone wishes that their sum
mer lovin’ were as perfect as Danny and
Sandy’s.
Danny and Sandy had the summer
fling most people imagine when thinking
about a hot summer romance. However,
even though their relationship worked out
after much trial and tribulation, not every
one’s summer fling experience has such a
happy ending.
Summer lovin’ and all of the fun that
goes along with it can make it tough to
break away from your fling once school
starts up again. Everyone dreams of that
summer when they will find someone spe
cial to spend their days with.
People typically want to be free from
responsibilites, commitments, and boy
friends during the summer. Finding some
one to just hook up with comes with less
attachments. Once school starts, unless
you develop strong feelings for the person,
you can simply go your separate ways.
From my personal experience, hav
ing a boyfriend throughout the summer
during the school year.
But once school started, our relation
ship lacked the ease of the summer. He
attended a different school, so we only had
weekends free to visit each other. A few
months into the school year, we ended up
splitting up because neither of us wanted to
put in the required effort to make it work.
Basically, I think that having a sum
mer romance can be fun as long as each
person knows that the summer lovin’ can
end as abruptly as it started.

Do you have a story idea for
the Perspectives section?
Let me know!
E-mail Liz Warren at
Warrenel470@sacredheart.edu
today!
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Musical candidates: Why musicians are getting political
Katie Conigliaro
Staff Reporter
Candidates for the 2008 Presidential
Election are voicing their messages not
only through speeches, but also by means
of popular music. The use of endorsements
made by musicians, and the use of songs
during key moments in campaigning, is a
calculated factor in drawing the attention
of voters. By associating themselves with
a particular song or genre, the candidates
hope to gain appeal with more of the vot
ing public.
Barack Obama, Illinois senator and
Democratic Presidential Candidate, has
the backing of many artists such as Bruce
Springsteen, R.E.M., The Goo Goo Dolls,
and others. Republican candidate Senator
John McCain of Arizona has the support
of Burt Bacharach, new-to-the-industry
singer Heidi Montag, and his most recent
enthusiast. Daddy Yankee.
According to www.abc7news.com, on
Aug. 25 at Phoenix High School in Az.,
Cindy McCain’s alma mater, John McCain
greeted high school students while accept
ing an eridorsement from reggae artist
Yankee.
Yankee, a Puerto Rico native and fan
of McCain’s immigration policy said, “I
believe in his ideals and his proposals. He’s
been a fighter for the Hispanic community.
a r.ghMr

issue.” If effective, the endorsement could
draw young and Hispanic voters. Yankee
is a popular music artist among Spanish
speaking Americans.
Obama has had no problem gaining
endorsements from musicians. On April

16, MSNBC noted that Bruce Springsteen
has wholeheartedly approved of Obama’s
nomination and expressed desire for
him to be elected as president in a letter
to his fans. The letter can be found on
Springsteen’s website. In reference to
Obama, Springsteen said, “he speaks of
the America I’ve envisioned in my music
for the past 35 years.”
According to WNBC, Jackson Browne
is allegedly suing McCain as well as
the Ohio and the National Republican
Committee for using his song “Running on
Empty” without his permission.”
Also included in the suit are other
disgruntled musicians such as ABBA and
John Mellencamp, both of whom have also
had their music used on behalf of McCain’s
campaign without their permission. They
each have requested that their music not be
used to further promote the candidate.
Professor Steven Michels, associate
professor of political science, said that
this occurrence of musicians requesting
their music not be used is but a repetition
of history. “It’s always interesting when
campaigns pick songs only to have their
artist endorse another candidate or ask that
the song not be used. That happened with
Bruce Springsteen after Ronald Reagan’s
people started using “Bom in the USA” for
his reelection campaign in 1984.”
The issue of whether or not musi
cians shoulduse their microphones^and
ai^polKicarihffuence is alw^s a
topic of interest. Laura Norbut, a junior
at Sacred Heart University said, “I think
it is definitely okay. Everyone has a right
to be involved in the political process.
Musicians shouldn’t just take a back seat

just because they are famous.”
Senior Jennifer Crowley said, “I
think it’s cool that musicians are step
ping up and coming to the plate to bring
younger people into politics. However, I
don’t know how effective Daddy Yankee
is. On a positive note, I really do think
that it’s good for the candidates to bring
in younger people by having celebrities
endorse them.”

However, not everyone feels the same
way. Senior Vin Artese said, “I think that
having musicians push their political agen
das is dangerous because people don’t think
anymore. Especially in our generation.”
Music in itself is generally used as a tool.
Sophomore Kevin Greulich said, in response
to songs being used as political techniques,
“yes, that’s fine. Songs are messages that the
politicians are trying to send.'

Clockwise from the top left; brucespringsteenlyrics.net, sofeminine.co.uk, whoisjohnniccain.
name, usliberals.about.com

While Bruce Springsteen endorses Obama, Daddy Yankee supports
McCain

Trouble in Paradise: Film stirs up storm
Manny Santiago
Staff Reporter
“Tropic Thunder” was a suc
cess in a summer dominated by the
blockbuster Batman hit “The Dark
Knight.”
With all its popularity, the
film has also taken some hard hits
with the Special Olympics and the
American Association of People
with Disabilities. According to
viewers, “Tropic Thunder” pushes
the limit on issues such as people
with special needs, homosexuality
and certain racial stereotypes.
“When it comes to entertain
ment, you have to expect to hear and
see things that are controversial or
that might be offensive,” said pro
fessor Brian Thome, media studies
alumnus and adjunct.
Ben Stiller, in addition to star
ring in this film, also takes credit
as producer and director of “Tropic
Thunder.”
In the film, the audience first
meets rookie director Damien
Cockbum, played by Steve Coogan
of “Hamlet 2,” who is trying to cre
ate Hollywood’s next big hit. He
Paramount.com tries to direct a Vietnam blockbuster

“Tropic Thunder” provokes big laughs and controversy.’' ’>

but soon finds out that his actors are
just not working well together. With
the movie barely hanging together,
he decides to take the prissy actors
and put them in a real jungle envi
ronment.
One of the main controversies
in the film was the excessive poking
fun at-people with mental disabili
ties. Special needs supporters have
protested the movie since it came
out in August.
“When I heard about it, I felt
really hurt inside,” said Special
Olympics Global Messenger Dustin
Plunkett in a USA Today article.
“Icannot believe a writer could write
something like that. It’s the not the
way that we want to be portrayed.
We have feelings. We don’t like the
word retard. We are people. We’re
just like any other people out there.
We want to be ourselves and not be
discriminated against.”
Although many have protested
“Tropic Thunder” due to its extreme
jokes made in reference to mentally
disabled people and its use of the
word “retard,” the film has not been
hurt by the protesting.
This film is a comedic
movie that pushes the limits for
many. As the film proceeds we see
that not only, are there jokes made

that might ignite the protest of the
special needs community, but there
are other controversial subjects
addressed.
“In short I don’t think they’re
making fun of disabled people,
they’re making fun of guys like
Sean Penn,” said senior Chris
Armellino. This is in reference to
a scene where Downey, Jr.’s Kirk
Lazarus chastises Stiller’s charac
ter for going “full retard” in h prior
film like he claims Penn did in “I
am Sam.”
Many might feel that this is
movie has crossed the line, but in
the case of Armellino there is a dif
ference between that about which
special needs groups are angered
and what many viewers think the
film is satirizing.
“Tropic Thunder” debuted at
number one its first week at the box
office,, taking “The Dark Knight”
out of first place after an excessive
amount of weeks, according to US
Magazine. The film even earned 21
million in its first week of release.
With the weeks passing by and
more movies coming out, “Tropic
Thunder” will continue to make
more money ... and more people
laugh..
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4-Heart performs on Sept. 11
Students commemorate national loss on Patriots Day
The 4-Heart Harmony jazz choir
will be performing in New York City on
Sept. 11. The performance is in memory
of victims from the disastrous events
of seven years ago. The choir, under
the direction of Dr. John Michniewicz,
will perform at the September 11th
Commemorative Lunch at the Marriott
World Trade Center Hotel.
The event is sponsored by
Voices of 9/11, an organization com
mitted to helping people affected by the
tragedy. “Mary Fetchet, Co-Chair of the
foundation, lost her 24- year- old son
Brad in the attacks on the World Trade
Centers,” said the accompanist for the
choir, professor of music Galen Tate.
Fetchet founded the organization so that
she would be able to assist families like
her own that were affected by 9/11. Tate
has preformed at the memorial in past
years and is happy to invite 4-Heart
Harmony to this year’s performance.
Also performing at the event
are professional singers Joan Carlo and
Matthew Thomas from St. Thomas
Moore Church in Darien, Conn. This is
the second year that Carlo and Thomas
have been invited to perform. “I am
humbled to sing and know that the mean
ing of our songs will touch those who

attend the memorial,” said senior Lauren
Beier. “I know it will definitely be a mov
ing event.”
The choir will sing songs of hope
for the friends and families of victims
from the attack. “I believe that the song
selection, which includes an arrangement
of “God Bless America,” “Homeward
Bound,” “Nella Fantasia” and “Bridge
Over Troubled Water” is very appropri
ate for the event,” said graduate student
Jeffrey Barrett.
4-Heart members have shown
commitment by the important performance
and are looking forward to brightening the
faces of others on this distressing day.
“I believe singing is a great way
to keep smiles on people’s faces for a sec
ond,” said senior Matt Telvi. Telvi and the
other singers know that their hard work
will be rewarded with happiness from the
audience.
For many 4-Heart members, the
performance on 9/11 is a way to use thentalents to help others. “I have a gift, sing
ing is what I do,” said sophomore Jo-Marie
Kasinak. “To be able to share that with
someone, especially if it has the ability to
make them happier, or if it is in memory
of something like this, is what I like doing
most.”
The performance will not only

bring joy to the friends and families
affected by 9/11, but honor those who
lost their lives on Sept. 11 and the sol
diers who fight for America’s freedom.
Senior Greg Chase’s father
dedicated 25 years of his life to the
United States Army. Chase said that he
is honored to sing with the choir for this
event in order to honor the brave men
and women who fight for America’s
freedom. “My fellow singers and I will,
in my eyes, be honoring the victims and
their families, my father, our veterans,
and all the men and women who have
fought and continue to fight for all of
us.” said Chase.
“This performance will give
me a profound respect for the people
who died that day. Many tears will be
shed that day, but they will be hopeful
tears.” said freshman Emily Roy.
“The choir has never performed
in New York-City,” said Michniewicz.
“This is a great opportunity to perform
on a larger stage. Last year various
governors and political figures were in
attendance at the event, including for
mer New York governor George Pataki.
Performing for this memorial event is a
real honor.”

Haunting film inspires rumors
Michael Squilieri
Staff Reporter

made him accidentally kill himself. They
felt that he was too much into his dark role
of the Joker and was unable to sleep, hence
the sleeping pills that caused his death.
Christian Bale’s troubles with his
once-estranged family members could not
have come at a worse time. He was
arrested the week that “The Dark Knight”
opened in England. Many felt that the
movie would begin to receive bad press,
but it turned out that people still wanted to
see despite the negative events. People, in
millions, still went to go see this movie.
All of these events have caused
viewers to think that, perhaps, “The Dark
Knight” is cursed. It would not be the first
film that has garnered a cursed reputation.

‘“The Exorcist’ saw its fair share of
mishaps including injuries and the deaths
of several crew members, as did Peter
Berg’s recent flop ‘The Kingdom,”’ said
www.gawker.com.
For a movie that has had so
much drama and press surrounding its
actors and events happening on set, “The
Dark Knight” has become one of the
best money-making films to date, while
maintaining sterling reviews at the same
time. The only movie it has not beaten
yet was 1997’s “Titanic.” But the new
“Dark Knight” rumors are saying that
this year’s “cursed” film will have no
problem beating that record.

“The Dark Knight” has grossed more
then 450 million dollars in the time that it
has been open and it is still making money.
It is on its way to being one of the highest
grossing films of all time.
There is Oscar buzz surrounding the
film and it is being hailed as one of the
greatest motion pictures of all time by fans
and critics alike. But not everything is rosy
with “The Dark Knight;” some are even
saying that the film has a curse.
“I have seen the film about five times
now and I still feel like every time I see it
I feel that there is something new,” junior
Justin Cosentino.
There have also been many peo
ple saying that Heath Ledger should be
nominated for, and even win, an academy
award for his role in the film as the Joker.
According to CNN.com, “Ledger’s
performance in the Batman tale “The Dark
Knight” is so remarkable that next Jan.
22, the one-year anniversary of his death,
he could become just the seventh actor in
Oscar history to earn a posthumous nomi
nation.”
One of the first occunences
while filming was that a stunt man was
killed as they where filming one of the
chase scenes. Then, not long after the
filmed wrapped. Heath Ledger was found
dead in his New York City apartment.
Once the film opened, Christian Bale was
arrested for involvement in a verbal alter
cation with his mother and sister. Weeks
later, Morgan Freeman was hospitalized
after a very serious car accident.
Heath Ledger’s death was used as
bad press before the movie even came out.
Some believed, that fije movie, w^ wh^J , Summer blockbuster “The Dark Knight” sparks curse gossip.
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Enjoy the show
Local must-see concerts this fall
Andrew McCoy
Staff Reporter
Scrounge together that extra cash
and find a friend with a car to mooch because
its time to beat the boredom by checking out
some upcoming concerts in the area.
Sacred Heart University’s ideal loca
tion between Hartford and New York boasts a
vast array of upcoming concerts throughout
the months of September and October, from
country to metal. These concerts are a mere
train or car ride from school. So mark your
calendars with these diverse shows; there is
sure to be something for everyone.
Looking for some hip hop? Check out
Atmosphere, whose geme bending rap style
fuses old soul and funk with modem rhyming
styles similar to The Roots. Atmosphere will
be performing just 30 minutes away in New
Haven, Conn, at Toad’s Place on Oct. 11.
Want something a little harder?
Check out former NWA member and recently
turned actor Ice Cube. He will be appearing at
the Webster Theatre in Hartford on Sept. 20.
For all soul fans, Mary J. Blige will be per
forming at Radio City Music Hall in New
York City Oct. 2 and 3.
Strap on some cowboy boots because
Brooks and Dunn will play on Oct. 4. When
asked whether or not the two hour drive to
Mohegan is worth it, junior Chris Carr said,
“definitely, Brookes and Dunn put on an awesome concert.” Looks like the Sun has the
country fans covered.
Madonna fans rejoice! She will be
performing her “Sticky & Sweet Tour” at

nn ifWolnm
6, 7, lii and 12. The aptly named Queen of
Pop’s tour shows off some 300 outfit changes
and features 20 of her hits throughout her
long career according to perezhilton.com.
If those two tours do not bring back
enough memories, the recently re-united New
Kids on the Block will be putting on shows at
Nassau Coliseum in N.Y. Sept. 24.
On a more contemporary note, Jason
Mraz will be playing in New York City at
Radio City Music Hall on Oct. 10. When
asked about the upcoming Mraz show, senior
Courtney Weaver said, “we’re going and it’s
going to be phenom.”
Rejoice scenesters and hipsters alike
because the tri-state area has some incredible
rock shows in the coming days. The Webster
Theatre is hosting the “Sassy Back Tour” on
Oct. 8 which features bands such as Cobra
Starship, the brainchild of ex Midtown mem
ber Gabe Saporta and whose flamboyant party
style music has gained national attention.
For mellow listeners. Death Cab
for Cutie will be gracing Radio City Music
hall on Oct. 6. This acoustic based indie
rock dream team fronted by the ever-talented
Ben Gibbard—also of the band The Postal
Service.
For all of the hipsters at Sacred
Heart, be sure to check out Cold War Kids
at the Webster Hall in N.Y. on Oct. 15. This
band walks the fine line between lo-fi style
rock and an almost pop sensibility. Having
attended one of their previous shows, junior
Brooke Stevens said that, “not only was the
band amazing live, tfiey were also really into
their performance and giving a great show for
their fans.”
With all these great shows lined up
for the next 60 days, the tri-state area offers
a large array of concerts for every genre. If
interested in any of the above concerts, visit
the given venue’s webpage or visit www.tickets.com for more information. The best thing
is to act fast before the shows sell out.

Features
From college bound to homeward bound
What comes next after college life ends...

Alex Moreno

Staff Reporter
Life after college sends people in
many different directions. Some gradu
ates plan to extend their education through
graduate school, while others start the job
search in the business world.
For senior Michael Goldsmith, plans
for post graduation include looking into a
career in physical therapy.
Goldsmith hopes to attend physical
therapy school at Sacred Heart University.
Goldsmith has been preparing himself
for graduate school, by working for the
past three summers as a personal trainer
He has also taken the terms and con
cepts he has learned and applied them into
everyday life.
“I took kinesiology last semester, a
class about joints and their movements,”
said Goldsmith.
“I did all I could this summer to apply
these concepts in the gym.”
Senior Tony Shoshi’s dream is to play
professional soccer. Shoshi says he has
been dreaming of this career since child
hood.

Through his experience playing soccer
in his youth and playing for the Pioneers
for two seasons, Shoshi has proven his
passion for the sport.
Though it is a difficult goal that Shoshi
wants to achieve, he has a plan if his soc
cer career falls though.
If Shoshi does not make it profes
sionally, he plans on finding a career in
criminal justice.
His path to a possible job in law
enforcement was started with an intern
ship with the East Hampton Police
Department.
“Overall it takes hard work and dedi
cation,” said Shoshi.
He also feels that in order to achieve
your goals, you have to make sacrifices
and determine what’s important in life.
As far as graduate school is con
cerned, Shoshi said he wants to go, but is
not sure when he will be attending because
of soccer.
Right now his main focus is doing
well in school and to keep training for
soccer.
The adjustment period is a commonly
shared experience for graduates.

After living away from home with the
freedoms that come along with the college
experience, it can be difficult for some to
assimilate back to home life.
For junior Mark Galletta the thought
of living at home is frightening.
“I’ve gotten so used to living my
own and being able to do anything I want
whenever I want, I am nervous that I will
disagree with my parents,” said Galletta.
“It will be an adjustment for sure at
first, but I will be able to handle it until the
time comes when I move out.”
According to the article, “Tips for col
lege students on how to search for a job,”
in USA Today author Jeffrey McMurray
suggests ideas for college students to begin
their job search.
Considering the challange that comes
along with landing your first job, senior
Mike L’Homme said he will be moving
back home after he graduates.
“I would love to eb able to live on my
own right after school is over, but I definietly have to save up some money to be able
to do that,” said L’Homme.
Junior Liz Bilotta said she is looking
for a job that makes her happy and that

she loves.
“I know I’m not the type of person to
have a 9-5 desk job,” said Bilotta.
“I’m looking for something that will
make me want to get up in the morning and
go to work.”
McMurray also states that college
students who don’t get their dream job
shouldn’t give up on finding a job that
makes them happy.
“A college degree in a specific field
can put you in the running for something
close. Rather than take a fallback job to
pay the bills, for a little less money you
could accept a position closer to your
goal,” said McMurray.
“Don’t lose sight of why you chose
the course of study you did and what you
want to do in your career.”
Aside from the knowledge you can
obtain from your studies and jobs, college
is a valuable time to learn about who you
truly are and what you hope to become.
So whether you plan on attending
graduate school or entering the working
world, be sure to always stay true to your
aspirations and personal values.

Interning 101: Learn how to get started
These events held by career
development allow sudents to
meet with potential employers
to learn about possible career
Now that summer break
options in their field.
has ended and school is back
Junior Polina Markovich
in session, many students
share amongst each other
plans on using career develop
how they spent their summer
ment as her main resource while
planning for an internship.
vacation.
“I have not had an intern
While some student.s
ship but am currently look
had the opportunity to go
ing for one. I know having an
away on vacation, other stu
internship will help me get my
dents used this as an oppor
foot in the door for the real
tunity to get an internship
world,” said Markovich.
and learn more about what
“It would be a big boost
it’s like working out in the
for my career, so I want to take
“real world.”
advantage of every opportunity
Senior Nicole Giglia
Photo courtesy of sacredheart.edu that Sacred Heart provides me
spent her summer intern
with.”
ing at the New York Life Career development helps students meet potential employers.
If you’re still not exactly
Insurance Company on Long
sure whether or not you want to
Island.
best fit.
“I worked as an assistant before I was
Assistant director of career placement, get an internship, its good to know that it
asked to become an intern, but glad I was Elizabeth Lowery works to help students can only benefit you in the long run.
So if you decide that next summer
able to make the switch,” said Giglia.
meet potential employers.
Doing an internship also allows you
“I personally am responsible for set vacation or even next semester is the right
to see what your career field is like so that ting up on-campus interviews, it’s when time for you to seek out an internship in
you can be better prepared when its time to employers come on campus to interview your field of interest, know, that Sacred
seriously look into potential careers.
students here. It doesn’t get any easier than Heart and career development can help
“I feel as though I gained experience having an employer come to you for an you head in the right direction.
“In today’s very competitive job mar
in a field I normally wouldn’t have saw interview,” said Lowery.
myself getting into.”
The career development office hosts ket, companies look for graduating stu
Although Giglia’s internship was one multipla events here on campus to help dents who have internship experience and
she found on her own. Sacred Heart pro students get the internship they are look this provides the student to hit the ground
running by getting their first entry level
vides students with many opportunities to ing for.
find an internship through the school.
“Coming up in October we have job right after graduation,” said Lowery.
Always remember to keep in mind
Contacting career development here Jobtoberl'est; our annual online career fair,
on carripus is a step in the right direction.
and in the spring we have our huge career that participating in an internship always
This service provides students with and internship fair held in the William H. enhances your resume and helps you to
stand out from the crowd,---- .. . ." .
the toolsthey aeed-to ensure they find rhein, JRitt Center,’,' said Jjorvery-.. ........

Angela Salerno
Staff Reporter

SHU Career
Corner

www.sacredand search
“Career Devel
opment.''
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‘The Pulse’: SHU’s new media outlet

Get all the lastest news pumping productions
Patrick Bonner
Staff Reporter

*

The Sacred Heart University Media Studies and Digital Culture department has
started the campus’ very own news program, “The Pulse.”
“The Pulse” is led by MSDC chair Dr. James Castonguay and MSDC professor
Dr. Andrew Miller. In addition there are three students including producer, senior
Samantha Selvaggio, staff producer, junior Laura Smith and line-producer, junior
Rachel Wagner-Morales.
In today’s culture, the public is given the option of receiving the news in the
various forms of print, radio, and television.
Along with the Spectrum, the internet, and the steady flood of e-mails, “The
Pulse” will be pumping the latest news from campus and the outside world to Sacred
Heart students.
“I am looking forward to being informed about what’s going on around campus
and in the surrounding community,” said senior Jennifer Marcoux.
Students will be able to get their dose of information on topics ranging from
FLIK food to the presidential election from a student’s perspective.
“The world of journalism has changed dramatically in the digital age,” said
Miller, “the same reporters writing stories for magazines and newspapers may be
asked to produce video stories for web and television delivery.”
“The Pulse” was started by Miller, who saw an opportunity for students to have
a hands-on experience with news broadcast.
He quickly drafted up a proposal, acquired funding, and submitted the applica
tion to student life. “The Pulse” was approved and promptly staffed so the program
could start production as soon as possible.
While Miller is the executive producer, Samantha Selvaggio, Laura Smith, and
Rachel Wagner-Morales additionally work as full time producers.
Students from various television and journalism production classes will do the
bulk of the writing, editing, and producing of the news stories and will submit them
to “The Pulse
The episodes will air in a CBS’s 60 Minutes video news magazine format.
Instead of an anchorman reading a teleprompter, students will be more similar to

field reporers. Their stories will have a focus and will have a running time of about
five minutes.
“The Pulse” is made as a means for students who are involved in media classes
and activities to showcase their talents in production, writing, and editing.
The program is an '“attempt to have students apply what they learn in their his
tory and theory classes toward making their 'own artifacts and building a portfolio of
production materials that they can show potential employers in the media industry,”
said Castonguay.
Channel 3, Sacred Heart’s local broadcast network, will be the home of “The
Pulse.” The addition of the upcoming website will also help distribute the broadcast
to even more students on a much wider scale.

21 and finally legal
A. night to remember...or not
going to local bars,”
said senior Jessica
Lord.
“My 21st was
Sixteen was
definitely a night to
sweet, 18 brought
remember since 1
you one step clos
got to spend it with
er, but 21 is your
both my family and
time to party.
friends.”
After years
Without much
of faking it on
middle
ground,
an I.D., it is now
the birthday seems
the time to “come
to hold even big
into your own.”
ger expectations for
When senior
those who want to
Rich
Baron
celebrate.
arrived at Sacred
Recent studies
Heart for the new
show that jjeople
semester, he was
celebrating
their
already counting
21st birthday tend
down the days
to go over the top,
until his 21st
Contributed Photo
indulging in binge
birthday.
From left to right, Jessica Lord and
drinking, which can
Turning 21
Jackie Covert celebrate a milestone.
lead to more danhas been a milegerous effects from
stone birthday
for young adults
alcohol.
“Without a doubt kids drink more
since the drinking age was raised from 18
heavily on their 21st because being able
during the 1970s.
For the last 30 years, young adults to drink legally seems to be a big deal, so
have celebrated this birthday with large, people want to go all out,” said Baron.
Turning 21 has become ingrained in
over the top parties that last for days.
Since one night of partying is not American society as a coming of age and a
enough for the newly legal, extending the turning of passage.
Although the birthday activities of stu
party is a common occurrence.
“My 21st was a week long event. dents vary for their 21st, it can be agreed
The night of my actual birthday I went on that turning 21 in this country is a major
out with my mom and sisters to a casino. step in the coming of age process.
Then during the week after my birthday, I
celebrated with my friends from school by

Kyle Bush
Staff Reporter
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Sports
Weekond
Scoreboard
Friday, September 5
M. Soccer
Maine-1
SHU-2 (2OT)

W. Soccer
SHU-0

MB. Balt. County-1

W. Volleyball
Holy Cross-0

SHU-3

Saturday, September 6
Football
Bentley-10
SHU-21

W. Volleyball
Hartford-1
SHU-3

Field Hockey
SHU-1
Miami (OH)-8

Sunday, September 7
Volleyball
Bryant-3

SHU-2

Harvard-0

SHU-3

Field Hockey
SHU-0
Northwestem-8

Football jumps out to 2-0 start
Steve Coppola
Staff Reporter
For the second year in a row, the Sacred Heart University foot
ball team has opened the season with a 2-0 record after defeating
Division 11 opponents the Assumption College Greyhounds 42-21
on Aug. 30 and Bentley College Falcons 21-10 this past Saturday.
After the Greyhounds jumped out to a 14-0 lead, redshirt
sophomore quarterback Dale Fink got the Pioneers started late in
the second quarter, engineering a seven play drive that ended with a
10-yard touchdown pass to fellow redshirt sophomore wide receiver
Tony Patterson.
The momentum carried over into the second half as the SHU
offense woke up and exhibited its muscle.
The Pioneers were able to get it going on the ground, led by
senior running back Evin Jones who rushed for 171 of his 210 yards
and 4 touchdowns.
Lighting also struck for the Pioneers in the form of freshman
running back Garry Coles who rattled off a 68-yard run for his first
career touchdown to go along with a 43-yard kickoff return.
This earned Coles the NEC Rookie of the Week award, join
ing teammate Jones who was named NEC Offensive Player of the
Week.
The Pioneers followed the win against the Greyhounds with a
victory against another Division 11 foe, the Bentley Falcons on Sept.
6.
The SHU offense struggled to move the ball against the
Falcons’ defense, which limited Jones to only 56 yards rushing on
19 attempts.
Despite the lack of offense from the Pioneers, they were able
to hold off the Falcons for a 21-10 win which improved their record
to 2-0.
“Obviously, we’re happy with the win but we have a long way
to go on offense,” said head coach Paul Gorham.
The Falcons took the opening kickoff arid marched down the
field, looking like they were going to grab an early lead.
But the Sacred Heart defense stood strong on third down
with the Falcons in Pioneer territory and the subsequent field goal
attempt sailed to the left.
The Pioneers struggled to get into an offensive rhythm through
out the entire game, but were able to capitalize on several Falcon
mistakes.
The first came early in the second quarter with the Falcons driv
ing into Pioneer territory at the 11-yard line.
After being sacked on second down, Bentley quarterback John
White was sacked once again by junior defensive end Bill O’Brien
who forced a fumble on the play.
Sophomore safety Mike Mortal! reaped the benefits when he
caught a loose ball and ran 39 yards to the Bentley 35-yard line.
The Pioneers capitalized on their field position when Fink con
nected with Coles on a swing pass for a 35-yard touchdown to take
a 7-0 lead.
The Pioneers forced turnovers on the next three Bentley pos
sessions, including senior linebacker Rich Marrone’s forced fumble
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Pioneer quarterback Dale Fink makes a pass against Bentley.

that was recovered by freshman defensive back D J. Doyle.
However, Fink and the SHU offense were not able to take
advantage of the turnover as the drive came to a halt when Fink
threw an interception of his own.
White took the Falcon offense down the field into the Pioneer
red zone, only to see his second-and-seven pass sail high over his
intended receiver and into the waiting arms of redshirt junior comer
Andre Isla, giving the Pioneer offense possession on the 1-yard
line.
Unable to get out of the shadows of their own goal posts, the
Pioneers were forced to punt, giving the Falcons good field posi
tion.
Yet again, the Falcons had a chance to put points on the score
board, only to see another White pass err and fall into the arms of
sophomore safety Rashod Underwood.
This would allow the Pioneers to go into halftime with a 7-0
lead.
Despite trailing at halftime, it was the Falcons who were con
trolling the ball on offense with 205 yards in the air, 12 first downs,
and possessing the ball for a commanding 21:58.
Coming out of the locker room, the Pioneers were looking to get
the offense going but it would not happen just yet.
After a punt and two Fink interceptions on the first three posses
sions in the third quarter. White and the Falcon offense were finally
able to put some points on the board.
After Fink’s third interception of the game. White took the
Falcons on a six-play drive that resulted in a 30-yard field goal, cut
ting the Pioneer lead to 7-3.
The Sacred Heart offense finally found some momentum on the
following drive when Fink would connect with Jones on a 44-yard
reception that would later culminate in another Jones reception for
a 10-yard score.
After forcing the Falcons to punt the ball, Fink took the offense
on a nine-play, 80-yard drive that was capped off by a 13-yard boot
leg touchdown run by Fink.
This gave Sacred Heart a 21-3 lead and ended the scoring for
the Pioneers on the day.
The Falcons’ lone touchdown came on special teams when
Steve Hopkins corralled a blocked punt and returned it 15 yards for
the score after a personal foul on the Pioneers negated a punt by
senior punter Derek Marks that was downed on the six-yard line.
The Falcons elected to have the Pioneers punt it again which is
when the kick was blocked and the touchdown would follow.
The game was controlled by the Pioneer defense which forced
five turnovers and six sacks on the day and only allowed 29 yards
on the ground.
After beginning last season 2-0 as well, only to finish with a
disappointing 3-8 record overall, the Pioneers are determined to
avoid another letdown.
“I told the guys that we can’t start thinking we’re good like last
year, so it’s a good time to have a week off, get some guys healed up,
and work some things out on the offense,” said Gorham.
The Pioneers have a bye week this week but will be in action
again on Sept. 20 at 1 p.m. when they travel to New Rochelle to take
on the Iona Gaels.
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Men’s and
women’s
tennis open
season with
doubles
matches
Mike Hauck
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University
men’s and women’s tennis seasons
opened up this past weekend with
the Fairfield University Doubles
Festival and the SHU Doubles
Invitational.
After the women’s tournament
was rained out on Saturday due to
Tropical Storm Hanna, the athletes
had a sunny day to play on Sunday.
Teams from Bryant University, Fairfield University,
Quinnipiac University, University of Connecticut,
University of Albany, and New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT) all traveled to Sacred Heart to show
case their best doubles athletes in the tournament.
“I think we have a young, solid lineup this year,”
said senior Nicole B^z. “I feel we are very deep and I
expect us to do well.”
The women’s team welcomes four new freshmen
this year - one of them being Kate Donnelly who is
paired with the veteran Betz.
“I really like my new doubles partner,” said Betz .“We
have good chemistry and work really well together.
Being the opening match, the women had to get used
to each other and adapt to how their partner played.
“Today was a bit of a feeling out process,” said
Betz. “We’re trying to figure out what we’ve got and
work with that.”
*
*“** *
Junior Ashley Amalfe and sophomore Elizabeth
Harrington went 3-0 in group play. They reached the
finals of the Group B doubles flight where they would
fall to a tough Albany team.
The doubles team of sophomore Darcy Demers
and junior Julianne Kasinow reached the semifinals of
the Group A doubles flight. They defeated Albany and
Bryant in group play and finished with a record of 2-2
on the day.
The next women’s match is the Hofstra Invitational
on Sept. 12 in Hempstead, N.Y. at 9 a.m.
The men’s team also played on Sunday morning
down the road at Fairfield University at the Fairfield
University Doubles Festival.
The Sacred Heart doubles teams went up against the
likes of Bryant, Fairfield, Queens College, Quinnipiac,
UConn, St. Peters College (N.Y.), and NJIT.
The men put on a solid showing in all three groups
of competition.
Freshman Kirill Kasyanov and junior Adam Gait
paired up to record two victories - defeating St. Peters’
Chris Frakes and Tony Wilkey, 9-8, (7-3) and UConn’s
Joe Goldstein and Ben Schueler, 9-8, (7-3).
“It was good to get out and play some matches to
get us ready for the year and to get us back into some
competitive tennis,” said sophomore Michael Syer.
Syer and sophomore Chris Ujkic played in the
Group B flight and halved their four matches as well.
Sophomore Nick Mazzarese, senior Matt Cook,
freshman Chadd Sullo, and junior Jinal Shah rotated
around in the Group C flight.
Sullo and Shah paired up to defeat Queens’ Taylor
Crabill and Temur Nanikashvili, 8-6.
The men thought the tournament was a good over
all experience and will help them excel in their future
matches.
“It was good to play a lot of matches against the
schools we will be competing against in the spring,”
said Syer.
After a solid day of tennis at the Fairfield University
Doubles Festival, the men look to keep their momentum
going.
The next men’s tennis match will be played in
Brooklyn, N.Y. at St. Francis College on Sept. 20. The
match will begin at 10 a.m.
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The newly renovated Campus Field is seen from the visiting bleachers.

Fresh look brings a new
era for Pioneer athletics
Zach Frank
Staff Reporter
With the 2008-2009 school year commencing. Sacred Heart University’s Campus Field has been given a facelift
and will be the newly, redesigned home of the Pioneers’ outdoor athletic teams.
With ten collegiate Division I athletic teams that play outdoors, the new facilities come just in time to kick off
the new school year and seasons.

gram.
The old facility, originally erected in 1993, was comprised of a synthetic artificial grass surface known as
FieldTurf, an eight-lane red surfaced track that surrounds the turf field, along with a stadium that could accommodate
2-thousand fans.
In 1997, Sacred Heart University renovated Campus Field, adding four lighting structures and 15-hundred addi
tional seats, bringing the seating capacity now up to 35-hundred. Due to a residential ordinance, the lights could only
be a certain height, in order to not disturb the surrounding residents of Fairfield County.
The turf conditions were detrimental to the overall performance of the teams, and also played a large role in
increasing injuries amongst athletes.
It was evident that in order to kick off the 2008-2009 athletic seasons the right way, the only solution was to
replace the turf.
Shortly after the end of the 2007-2008 school year, constructioa began on Sacred Heart’s Campus Field, as the
old turf field was removed and lighting structures were taken down.
Once the surface had been cleared, it was time to begin the transformation by putting in the new turf, laying down
the foundation for the new track, and erecting the new lights.
“The turf was wearing down to the point where replacing it became critical,” said Don Cook, Sacred Heart
Athletic Director. “Many athletes commented during summer training camp how much more forgiving the new sur
face was on their legs, making day-to-day workouts and related recovery from pre-season aches and pains easier,”
said Cook.
One team in particular that has already seen early success from the implementation of the new turf field and
lights is the football team. Kicking off the 2008-2009 season with a 2-0 home record, the football team is very excited
about their new facilities.
“It’s great to have the new field; the new turf is awesome,” said junior Stephen Gerhard.
“As more and more teams at SHU are coming around and doing big things, like the men’s lacrosse team; it feels
great to know that the school recognizes the need for top of the line facilities.”
On Aug. 30, the football team made Sacred Heart history by playing the first collegiate football competition
under the new lights at Campus Field.
“There’s something about playing at night under the lights that makes the atmosphere pretty special,” said
Gerhard.
“I couldn’t wait to get out there for the first night game and play ball.”
The lights on Campus Field are an addition that students have been anticipating.
“The lights will help us lengthen the day during the shortened Eastern standard time months, which will make
practices and games easier to conduct just by having the extra time to run them,” said Cook.
While the lights will be used for NCAA sanctioned athletic competitions, they will also serve a dual-purpose, as
many other organizations will benefit from their implementation.
“A lighted facility will provide needed time to conduct practices and events for an expanded club sport and intra
mural program, as well a lighted facility for band and dance team practices,” said Cook.
With the new turf field, lights, and track updates, it is clear that Sacred Heart recognizes the obligation is owed to
the athletic program and other organizations on campus in order to support their overall success and achievement.
“The upgrades at the Campus Field site (turf, track and lights) will serve us very well; clearly great examples of
the University’s commitment to athletics at all levels.”
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Sports
Are you ready for some football?
Rob Morgan
Sports Editor
It’s that time of year again.
As the summer months draw
to a close and we prepare for
fall, football season is once again
upon us.
In fact, the 2008-09 NFL
season kicked off last Thursday
night and as a result, football
fans across the country are filled
with optimism that their team
will be hoisting the coveted Vince
Lombardi Trophy on Feb. 1 in
Tampa, FL.
Of course, this feeling of
euphoria will become a reality
for only one of the 32 NFL teams,
as many others will find them
selves out of playoff contention
by Halloween.
After an offseason that has
seen one of the greatest quarter
backs in NFL history hang up his
spikes only to change his mind
and suit up for another team, the
Spygate scandal drag on like a
bad episode of CSI, and countless
“experts” construct mock draft
after mock draft, it is finally time
to kick off.
Therefore, it is also time to
preview the roller coaster ride
that will be the 2008-09 NFL
season; ■■■—
Here are a couple of things to
keep an eye on this season:
How will the Patriots bounce
back alter their crushing loss in
Super Bowl XLII to the Giants?
The Pats can insist that they
have turned the page and moved
on from last year’s Super Bowl
loss all they want, but the bot
tom line is that the bitter taste of
defeat suffered on professional
sports’ biggest stage is still very
much with them as they break
training camp and embark on a
new season.
The veteran group of play
ers, most notably Tom Brady,
Tedy Bruschi, Rodney Harrison,
and Randy Moss will make sure
that the rest of the team plays

with a chip on its shoulder in
the form of taking care of some
unfinished business.
Re-signing Moss and Bruschi
were important offseason moves
as was acquiring Jason Webster
which has given the defense a
deeper, more athletic look.
The Pats better hope that
Brady’s foot injury has fully
healed, because they simply
cannot afford to lose him for
an extended period of time especially after seeing what
backup Matt Cassel has to
offer after his disappointing
preseason.
The Pats will be hun
grier than ever this season
and, if they can stay healthy,
I fully expect them to make
yet another appearance in the
Super Bowl this February.

are better off without the loud
mouthed, oft-injured Shockey,
but they will undoubtedly miss
his passionate style of play.
If the Giants can avoid the
injury bug, which they have been
unable to do so far, I think they
can make the playoffs but I don’t
see them advancing past the first
round.
IMll (he Jets’ busy offseason
translate into more “W’s”?

After finishing the 2007-

learn an entirely new offensive
system under head coach Eric
Mangini and offensive coordina
tor Brian Schottenheimer.
Favre’s presence and natural
talent alone will make the Jets a
much better team than they were
last year.
Rookie Vernon Gholston is
still getting his feet wet in the
NFL so don’t expect anything
miraculous from him this year.
Look for the Jets to make a
strong run at the wild card
and if they manage to sneak
into the playoffs, they could
be a very dangerous team
come January .
Can Bill Parcells and
Tony Sparano pull off a mir
acle and raise the Dolphins
ftx)m the dead and back to
competitiveness in the AFC
East?

Can the Giants and Eli
Manning pick up where they
left off last year?

As the Big Tuna is faced
with the challenge of res
urrecting yet another awful
Eager to prove that last
team - one that went an
year’s success was not a
abysmal 1-15 last year, he
fluke, the Giants suddenly
still has a lot of work ahead
became very thin on the
of him. Parcells brought in
defensive side of the football
an astounding 44 new play
with the losses of Michael
ers, including 22 rookies,
Strahan to retirement and
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and parted ways with fan
Osi Umenyiora to a knee
Favre
appears
for
his
first preseason
favorites Zach Thomas and
injury.
Jason Taylor.
>^“-"-What- ■
Giants game as a New York Jet.
Newly acquired Chad
may miss even more than
Pennington
is a significant
Strahan’s and Umenyiora’s
sacks, however, is their leader 08 season with a disappointing upgrade over Josh McCown and
ship presence in the locker room. record of 4-12, general manager John Beck but the big question
After Manning silenced all Mike Tannanbaum dished out a is whether or not Pennington has
of his critics last year by leading combined $87.5 million dollars on enough arm strength to be a dif
the Giants to the Super Bowl, free agents Alan Faneca, Calvin ference maker behind center.
At running back, head
look for him to play with a great Pace, and Damien Woody.
coach
Tony Sparano plans to
Then
,
just
when
they
appeared
deal of confidence this season
have
Ronnie
Brown and Ricky
to
have
their
roster
in
place.
Gang
which will inevitably translate
Williams
split
the number of car
Green
made
perhaps
the
biggest
into more touchdowns and fewer
ries
and
if
both
can put their
splash
of
the
offseason
when
they
interceptions.
experience
and
talents
to good
acquired
Brett
Favre
from
the
After the Jeremy Shockey
use,
Miami
’
s
running
game
will
Green
Bay
Packers.
situation went from bad to ugly
So far, Favre has looked be a force to be reckoned with.
during the offseason, the team
By selecting Jake Long
shipped the disgruntled tight end decent despite complaining of arm
to New Orleans where he will be fatigue early on in training camp. with the first overall in the draft,
reunited with his former offen Keep in mind Favre is 38 years Miami is committed to strength
old, has to become acquainted ening their defense.
sive coordinator, Sean Payton.
Long will be solid in his first
Personally, I think the Giants with new receivers, and must

year and I expect Joey Porter to
have a breakout year if he can
stay healthy.
Weighing all of these factors,
I think the Dolphins will be better
than last year, but not by much.
Look for them to finish
around 4-12.
Does Aaron Rodgers have
what it takes to fill the enor
mous shoes of Packers legend
and future Hall of Famer Brett
Favre?

While Rodgers’ numbers are
impressive in the limited action
he has seen since being drafted,
keep in mind that he has played in
only seven regular season games
for the Packers in three years none of which did he start in.
Succeeding Favre in Green
Bay is a double-edged sword.
On the one hand, Rodgers
is inheriting a good team - the
Packers were 13-3 last season
and return _ the same group of
players, minus Favre, that went
to the conference championship
game last year.
This, however, creates high
expectations for Rodgers to lead
the team back to the playoffs all
while dealing with the constant
scrutiny of the Green Bay fans
and media who will be dissecting
every one of his moves.
Because Rodgers has been
on the sidelines for three years,
he has learned the offense and
become familiar with many of his
teammates.
This means that he will not
have the benefit of an adjustment
period like most other first-year
starters receive.
If Rodgers is to succeed in
the NFL, he better get used to the
Favre comparisons real fast.
There is no escaping the
shadow of Brett Favre in Green
Bay - Rodgers will just have to
be himself and let the chips fall
where they may.
That being said, I expect the
Pack to finish around the .500
mark.
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NFC East

Cowboys
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Cowboys
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Cowboys

Eagles

NFC North

Vikings

Vikings

Vikings

Packers

Packers.

Vikings

NFC South

Saints

Saints

Saints

Saints

Saints

Panthers

NFC West

Seahawks

Seahawks

Seahawks

Seahawks

Seahawks

Seahawks

NFC Wild Cards

Giants, Eagles

Cowboys, Packers

Eagles, Packers

Vikings, Cowboys

Giants, Redskins

Cowboys, Saints

Cowboys

Cowboys

Eagles

Cowboys

Cowboys

Eagles

AFC East

Patriots

Patriots

Patriots

Jets

Patriots

Jets

AFC North

Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

AFC South

Colts

Colts

Colts

Colts

Colts

Colts

AFC West

Chargers

Chargers

Chargers

Broncos

Chargers

Chargers

Patriots, Jaguars

The Picks

, NFC Champs

AFC Wild Cards

Jaguars, Jets

Broncos, Bills

Jaguars, Bengals

Jaguars, Chargers

Jets, Bengals

AFC Champs

Patriots

Chargers

Patriots

Jets

Chargers

Jets

Super Bowl Champs

Cowboys

Chargers

Eagles

Jets

Chargers

Jets

NFL MVP

Tony Romo

LaDanian Tomlinson

Brian Westbrook

Brett Favre

LaDanian Tomlinson

Brett Favre
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Men’s soccer prevails in overtime thriller
Ryan Mongillo
Staff Reporter
Unable to get much going on offense,
the Sacred Heart University men’s soccer
team capitalized on two Maine defensive
breakdowns en route to a thrilling 2-1
overtime victory over the Black Bears.
Pioneer senior goalkeeper Matt Jones
was selected to take a penalty kick with
3:41 left in the second overtime period
after junior Jesper Fredriksson was hauled
down in the box by Maine midfielder
Thomas McCole.
Jones struck the ball into the lower
right comer of the net and the Pioneer
bench poured onto the field to celebrate
the victory,
“All I said to myself was, T just have
to score it,’ and I put it away,” said Jones.
“I was very confident that I was going
to make it; I didn’t have any doubts.”
The Black Bears (1-2) jumped on the
scoreboard first when Jordan Antonucci
fed a pass to Jake Ostrov with 13:50 left
in the first half.
The Pioneer defense tightened up after
that, allowing Maine to record only two
more shots on goal.
“I thought we were very solid defen
sively, but not so much offensively,” said
Jones.

“I give alot of credit to my teammates
because they gave me an easy game with
only three shots on goal.”
The Pioneers (1-1) would even up the
game only 12:37 later off a Black Bear
miscue.
Junior Denis Brunotte scored a goal
on Maine goalkeeper Nemanja Kostic off
of a Pioneer comer kick late in the first
half.
With the goal, a sloppy first half
offensively for the Pioneers was quickly
forgotten as the teams were deadlocked at
1-1 heading into the second half.
The Pioneer defense stifled the Black
Bears’ attack in the second half, holding
them shotless over a 30-minute time span.
The Pioneers controlled the time of
possession in the second half, but could
not convert on several key opportunities to
break the deadlock.
Jason Tessitore sent a cross over to
Mario Mililli at the six yard line, but he
could not control the ball and sent it back
across the'box.
Minutes later, Fredriksson pulled off
a shot from close range that was pushed
aside by Kostic, followed by Lusiano
Dadario heading a rebound toward the
goal only to have Kostic make a diving
save.
“We have been working on getting the

ball to Fredriksson and Tessitore
consistently,” said Pioneers coach
Joe Barosso.
“They play well off each other
and the players have to execute in
order for us to be successful.”
Tempers flared with four min
utes to go in overtime as Tessitore
was taken down from behind in
front of the Maine net.
Pioneer midfielder Matt Jones
appeared to give a stiff right hand
to Black Bear midfielder Nikola
Bogdanovic and a fight ensued.
The Spectrum/Zack Lane
Justr as things appeared to be
Goalkeeper
Matt
Jones
contributes
to victory
under control, Kostic came out of
over
Maine.
the net and tackled Jones who had
taken exception to being kicked
After the game, Barosso seemed satirepeatedly in his previously injured ankle.
isfied
with both the Pioneer effort and the
Both earned red cards for violent con
win.
tact and were immediately ejected from
- “I thought we played a much better
the game, leaving their teams to play the
second
half, but overall we could do bet
remainder of the game down a man.
ter,
”
said
Barosso.
When play resumed, another Maine
“
Our
opponent was much better than
defensive blemish eventually cost them the
they
were
the
year before, and they showed
game as Fredriksson was taken down on a
that
today
on
the field.”
scoring chance inside the box in the second
The
Pioneers
fell to the Holy Cross
overtime period.
Barosso elected to have Joness take Crusaders on Tuesday at Campus Field,
the penalty kick and his decision paid off 1-0.
They return to action on Friday at 8:00
as Jones put the ball past the Maine substi
p.m.
when they travel to Adelphi.
tute goalkeeper.

Women’s volleyball goes 2-1 in tourney; beats Harvard
Catherine Oehm

Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball team hosted the Sacred Heart
Invitational this past weekend.
- The tournament featured teams such as the Bryant University Bulldogs,
University of Hartford Hawks, and College of the Holy Cross Crusaders.
“It was really exciting to play this weekend because we finally were able to come
together as a team and show our university how hard we’ve been working,” said senior
Lynne Principio.
The Pioneers began the tournament with a win over Holy Cross on Friday evening.
Sophomore Courtney Kidd-Kadlubek amassed 37 assists and nine digs in the match
while freshman Maile Hetherington recorded
18 kills and eight digs.
The Pioneers dominated the first game
from the very beginning while the second
game was a nail biter, with the Crusaders clos
ing to within three points at 14-11. However,
the Pioneers were able to take a command
ing lead and ran away with the victory. The
Pioneers swept Holy Cross in the third and
final game of the match, 25-14.
It was a great momentum booster for
SHU going into Saturday afternoon’s match,
against the Hawks.
Hetherington once again led the way for
the Pioneers, recording s career high 18 kills
and 13 digs. The teams split the first two
games with the Hawks taking the second game
25-19. The third game was won 25-15 thanks
in large part to Hetherington’s seven kills.
Freshman Brittany Best led the Pioneers to
victory with 5 kills putting away the Hawks
The Spectrum/Zack Lane
in four games. SHU was undefeated going
Courtney Kidd-Kadlubek assists in
into Sunday morning’s match up against the
win over Harvard
' Bulldogs.
“The competition was tough and all the
teams played well but we were able to put both Hartford and Holy Cross away by apply
ing the things that we learned and went over in practice,” said Principio.
The final match of the Sacred Heart University Invitational was extremely close as
the Pioneers took on the Bryant University Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs took the tournament undefeated by conquering the Pioneers 3-2. After
the Pioneers lost the first set, they recovered with a deciding set from Best making a 6-2
lead.
However, shortly thereafter the Bulldogs took an 11-9 lead and ultimately took the
tournament.
Freshman Hetherington and sophomore Courtney Kidd-Kadlubek were both named
to the All-Toumament team.
“The Bryant match was our toughest match of the weekend but it was really fun to
play because right now we were very equally matched,” said Principio.
After the tournament, the SHU women’s volleyball team then went on to host

Harvard University. The Pioneers won with the first win ever in women’s volleyball over
an Ivy League adversary. Hetherington’s second double to double of the year along with
freshman Jessica Colberg’s match-high 17 digs and impressive defensive plays led the
way to the 3-0 (26-24, 25-20, 25-22) victory.
“The team did a great job of coming together and fighting it out in the match,” said
Principio. “As a very young team, four of our starters are freshmen, two sophomores, and
one junior. We still have a lot to learn and are very excited at the prospect of contending
for the conference title this year.”
Sacred Heart will next participate in the NJIT Invitational on Sept. 12 and 13 in
Newark, N.J.
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Sacred Heart’s Will Veix (#43) puts a big hit on Bentley’s Luis Cotto (#4)
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, Jones’ overtime heroics lift Pioneers past Maine
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Volleyball has successful showing at weekend
tournament
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